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Abstract
Salient distractors draw our attention spontaneously, even when we intentionally want to ig-
nore them. When this occurs, the real targets close to or overlapping with the distractors
benefit from attention capture and thus are detected and discriminated more quickly. How-
ever, a puzzling opposite effect was observed in a search display with a column of vertical
collinear bars presented as a task-irrelevant distractor [6]. In this case, it was harder to dis-
criminate the targets overlapping with the salient distractor. Here we examined whether this
effect originated from factors known to modulate attentional capture: (a) low probability—
the probability occurrence of target location at the collinear column was much less (14%)
than the rest of the display (86%), and observers might strategically direct their attention
away from the collinear distractor; (b) attentional control setting—the distractor and target
task interfered with each other because they shared the same continuity set in attentional
task; and/or (c) lack of time to establish the optional strategy. We tested these hypotheses
by (a) increasing to 60% the trials in which targets overlapped with the same collinear dis-
tractor columns, (b) replacing the target task to be connectivity-irrelevant (i.e., luminance
discrimination), and (c) having our observers practice the same search task for 10 days.
Our results speak against all these hypotheses and lead us to conclude that a collinear dis-
tractor impairs search at a level that is unaffected by probabilistic information, attentional
setting, and learning.
Introduction
Visual search is an integral part of our daily lives, and selective attention is the central mecha-
nism that determines what relevant information is to be processed in our search behavior. In
some cases, selective attention seems effortless and largely driven by stimuli properties [1], for
example, when one area or object possesses a color or shape distinct from the rest, it catches at-
tention immediately, even when these distinct features are of no help in finding our target. This
effect is revealed when the searched-for target (e.g., a letter or oriented bar) is detected faster
when it occurs on the area marked by task-irrelevant but salient features, such as color, shape,
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or abrupt onset [2–5]. This speed facilitation from a non-target (yet salient) object—termed
“attentional capture”—suggests that attention is oriented by the stimuli properties.
Interestingly, Jingling and Tseng [6] reported an unexpected effect in a search display that
contained a column of collinear bars that distinctly stood out from the search display (Fig 1).
This column was a salient but task-irrelevant distractor, as it did not provide any location infor-
mation to help target orientation discrimination (main task). Unexpectedly, when the target spa-
tially overlapped with the distractor column (Fig 1A and 1C), observers’ search time increased—
opposite to a reduction, as would be predicted from previous attention capture literature [2, 4].
Further, this search impairment is limited only when the distractor column is formed of snake-
like collinear vertical bars (Fig 1A and 1D). When non-collinear (horizontal) bars were grouped
to form the ladder-like distractor column (Fig 1C), the target overlapping with it received neither
impairment (as in the collinear distractor condition) nor search facilitation (as predicted by at-
tention capture theories) (Fig 2A). In both cases, overlapping targets contained identical local
orientation contrast (both neighbored by two orthogonal and two parallel bars), so this ruled out
a difference constituted by the salience computation based on local feature contrast. An addition-
al experiment with collinear structure in the horizontal direction (Fig 1D) further suggested that
collinear grouping of the global structure, instead of orientation of individual bar, was the critical
factor driving the key difference (Fig 2A). We also found this search impairment was eliminated
when the distractor column size was reduced (Figs 1B and 2B). As the local featural contrast (i.e.,
bottom-up defined salience) of the target was identical regardless of the distractor column length,
our result strongly suggested that the collinear grouping determined the search interference. To
Fig 1. Examples of the search display in Jingling and Tseng (2013). The target is either overlapping (A or
C) or non-overlapping (B or D) with the distractor. The distractor can be of long (21 bars) (A, C or D) or short
collinear (3 bars) (B) in the distractor column. The configuration can be collinear vertical (A, B) or non-
collinear (C), or collinear horizontal (D). The target is highlighted in (A) but not shown in experiment.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124190.g001
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summarize, our report highlights that the role of perceptual grouping on visual search, especially
the principle of continuity or collinearity, is more important than previously thought. Nonethe-
less, how the perceptually grouped regions interact with the salience map and affect attentional
capture are still open questions.
The view that attentional capture is highly automatic was challenged recently by several stud-
ies. For example, reduction of the probability of a color or onset singleton distractor in a search
display lowered observers’manual and eye movement response to target search [7–9], which im-
plies statistical information might penetrate the salience computation derived from featural con-
trast and interfere with subsequent search. Besides, task-related demand such as attentional
control setting is also reported to alter attentional capture. Folk and his colleagues [10, 11] found
that salient task-irrelevant items could draw attention only when their features were contingent
on top-down control settings, not when there was a mismatch between stimulus properties and
what the observer was looking for. The requirement of match between task requirement and sti-
muli suggests the involvement of voluntary attention. Learning in visual search task was also re-
ported to effectively inhibit attentional capture. Kelley and Yantis [12] reported that observers’
ability to suppress a task-irrelevant distracting onset improved after practice, and the learning ef-
fect was transferrable to other conditions. The learning generalization implies that the practiced
suppression to be distracted was not a local adaptation effect, but more likely, a reflection of en-
hanced higher-level selection efficiency. The regulations from probability information, attention-
al control setting, and learning on attentional capture all argue against the view that attentional
capture is driven automatically only by stimulus salience [13–17].
Before further efforts are invested into examination of the role of collinear grouping in selec-
tive attention, it is of great importance to examine whether the above-mentioned factors—
namely, statistical information, attentional control setting, and learning—can be alternative ac-
counts that lead to collinear search impairment. In Jingling and Tseng [6], we intended to make
the collinear structure uninformative about the target location by equating the chance that a tar-
get overlaps on this collinear column and the other six possible columns (i.e., each at one out of
seven, ~14%). It is possible that observers learned from the statistical regularity, intentionally
suppressing the collinear distractor area due to its relatively low probability to coincide with tar-
get location compared with the rest of the areas in the search display (low-probability hypothe-
sis). Several studies have demonstrated that observers can detect statistical regularities in the
environment both with and without awareness [18–23, 36]. Eye movement studies also showed
that people directed their eyes and attention faster to highly probable locations than to
Fig 2. Illustration of main findings in Jingling and Tseng (2013). (A) The effect of distractor configuration. (B) The effect of distractor size.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124190.g002
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low-probability locations, without employing an explicit strategy to do so [24, 25]. If statistical
regularity modulates search impairment, collinear or continuous grouping may not be the
primary consideration.
Another possible source is attentional control setting, the mental set to look for helpful fea-
tures to complete a task. Folk et al. [10] asked the participants to discriminate between a red T
and a red L surrounded by white distractors. A non-informative cue of target location was
shown before each target display. Usually this non-informative cue would not benefit target
discrimination, but if the cue were red, which was congruent with the defining feature of the
target, the observers’ response time was shortened. Subsequent studies found that such atten-
tional control setting could be triggered by a distractor when the distractor shared a specific
feature level with the target [10, 26] or in a different feature level but in the same feature dimen-
sion [10–11], when the distractor and the target were both the oddest ones [27], or when the
distractor matched the task-wide expectation of how the target would appear [28–29]. In our
case, the observers’ task was to discriminate between the orientation of a small gap, which indi-
cated discontinuity between items, and the formation of a collinear distractor, which indicated
continuity between items; thus, these two were in conflict in the attentional control setting,
which might result in interference for the target task. If this is true, we would expect to reduce
or remove the search impairment with another target task that did not require breaking the
continuous distractor.
Finally, the collinear-selective impairment may be overcome by observers’ practice or learn-
ing to develop an optimal search strategy. In Jingling and Tseng [6], observers performed 10–12
of practice trials before completing a block of 400 trials, among which only 1/7 trials (~70 trials)
contained targets overlapped with the collinear structure. Studies indicated that practice im-
proved participants’ search ability, and in some cases, an initially inefficient (serial) task can be-
come to an efficient (parallel) search task after hundred trials of learning [30–32]. This change
was attributed to high-level strategic development because this effect can be easily generalized to
a different location, eye, or task [30–32]. It is possible that our naïve observers were hampered
in the overlapping target condition due to insufficient practice to optimize their search strategy.
It is therefore desirable to further examine whether we can remove this search disadvantage in
an overlapping condition after substantial practice.
In this study, we designed three experiments to further examine these alternative accounts
that are not related to stimuli property: statistical learning, attentional control setting, and visu-
al search learning.
Experiment Design
Our study was approved by IRB at the University of Hong Kong and China Medical University.
All participants provide their written informed consent approved by IRB prior to the study.
We first replicated our previous findings in Experiment 1. Then we increased the likelihood
so that targets were six times (60%) more likely to appear on the task-irrelevant column than
other possible column locations (four possible locations at 10% each) in Experiment 2. If the
probability manipulation reduced or reversed the search impairment from the collinear dis-
tractor, it would support the view that statistic information may be the source of the damage
(low-probability hypothesis). We found the search impairment persisted, which did not sup-
port this hypothesis.
In Experiment 3, we let the target be a brighter or darker bar relative to other elements, and
the observers’ task was to discriminate the target’s luminance. Luminance alternation of
grouped elements does not affect grouping strength of the global structure [33]; thus, a brighter
Collinear Structure Hurts Visual Search
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or a darker target should not interfere with continuity of the collinear distractor. We still ob-
served the same search impairment.
In Experiment 4, the observers underwent 10 days of search training. If the observers’ search
strategy for a particular display was the bottleneck, we should expect to see the difference be-
tween overlapping and non-overlapping conditions gradually disappear through practice. We
did not observe this trend, and the persistent collinearity-dependent impairment led us to re-
ject the search strategy hypothesis.
Experiment 1: Chance Level Overlapping Target
In this experiment, we intended to replicate our previous findings regarding the impairment of
target search by comparing responses when the target was on one of the bars in the salient col-
umn (overlapping target) and on the other texture columns (non-overlapping target). More
importantly, the overlapping probability was set on a chance level, as in Turatto and Galfano
[2, 4]. To test the robustness of the effect, we allowed targets to appear in five possible locations
in pre-specified 9 rows x 5 columns, which made it more difficult than having seven possible
locations (a central row of only 7 columns), as in Jingling and Tseng [6]. Targets occurred at sa-
lient collinear distractor columns at the chance level (i.e., 20%).
The critical component of the design was that the locations of salient line and target were in-
dependently determined among the same five locations; salient line location was not informa-
tive about target location. According to Turatto and Galfano [2, 4], although the salient line
was not relevant or informative to the target task, when our attention was captured by it, a tar-
get overlapping on it enjoyed the benefits of attention capture and, as such, required less time
to be detected. However, according to our previous findings [6], an overlapping target turned
out to be harder to be discriminate than was a non-overlapping target.
Participants
Twenty-two undergraduate students at China Medical University were recruited and kept
naïve about the goal of the study. Their time was compensated with 100 NTD or additional
course credits. They had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, according to self-reports.
Stimuli and Procedures
Observers saw 576 white element bars arranged in 21 rows x 27 columns against a dark back-
ground (Fig 1A) displayed on a 21” ViewSonic monitor. The luminance level was 120.05 cd/m2
for white and 0 cd/m2 for black. Each bar was .81° by .18° in the visual angle, with a viewing
distance of 60 cm. One of the bars contained a tilt gap in the middle, and observers performed
an orientation discrimination task to report which side this gap tilted toward (left or right).
The target location varied from trial to trial, chosen among five columns (10th, 12th, 14th,
16th, and 18th) and nine rows (7th ~ 15th) by equal opportunity. One of the five columns was
chosen as the distractor column; all element bars in this column were rotated by 90° and
formed a salient, collinear structure. There was 1.04° of space between any two element bars.
The distractor column was independently and randomly chosen, so only in one-fifth of the
trial did the target overlap with the collinear column (namely, overlapping target). The search
display stayed on the screen until the participants’ responses were received, and we encouraged
our participants to respond as quickly as possible without sacrificing accuracy. Each participant
completed 200 trials, which took approximately 15 minutes. The experiment was controlled
with Psychtoolbox 2.54 in Matlab [34, 35].
Collinear Structure Hurts Visual Search
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Results of Experiment 1
Only correct responses within two standard deviations above the grand mean of response
times (RT) were kept for analysis. Thus, 4.41% of trials were discarded under this criterion.
The selected data are shown in Fig 3A. We replicated the RT search impairment of overlap-
ping targets [t (21) = 6.56, p< .001, RToverlapping = 1461.74 ms, RTnon-overlapping = 1180.97
ms] as well as accuracy impairment (t (21) = 3.41, p< .001, Accuracyoverlapping = 92.05%,
Accuracynon-overlapping = 95.88%] in Jingling and Tseng’s study [6]. This is the opposite of
what Turatto and Galfano [2, 4] discovered. Because accuracy data and RTs are known to di-
verge from a normal distribution, we did log-transformation of the data uphold the normality
assumption in ANOVA testing. The analysis results after transformation were the same as
that with raw data in all 4 experiments. In the text we follow the convention to report the
analysis results with raw data only.
Discussion of Experiment 1
We replicated the robust main finding in our previous observations [6] that a target overlapped
with a salient distractor took observers longer to discriminate its orientation than when it over-
lapped with the background. In our search display, a collinear structure that was task irrelevant
(i.e., its presence and location were uninformative to target orientation report) slowed down
observers’ responses.
Our next experiment evaluated the modulation from probability distribution and top-down
suppression. In Experiment 1, the target occurred on the collinear column only by chance (i.e.,
20%), and the accumulation probability for all non-collinear columns was four times greater
than it was for the collinear column. It is possible that observers, based on this probability in-
formation, strategically suppressed the space occupied by the collinear column. In Experiment
2, we increased the probability of target occurrence on the collinear column to 60%. The search
disadvantage from the overlapped target should have decreased or reversed if observers were
able to optimize their search behavior based on the statistical information.
Experiment 2: High Occurrence of Overlapping Target
Participants
Sixteen undergraduate students in China Medical University were recruited for Experiment
2. They had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and did not participate in the
previous experiment.
Stimuli and Procedures
All details were identical to those in Experiment 1 except that: (a) the target overlapped with
the collinear column in 57.14% of the trials and appeared evenly at six other non-collinear col-
umns in 42.86% of the trials (~6% each). This made the collinear column a predictor to target
location; and (b) the collinear column length varied among 3, 9, and 21 bars (Fig 2B). Accord-
ing to Jingling and Tseng [6], the collinear column masked the target only when the length was
long enough (e.g., 9 or 21 bars). Further, the target was always fixed at a central (11th) row in-
stead of varying among seven possible rows, as in Experiment 1; thus, the task was relatively
easier. Each participant completed 294 trials.
Results of Experiment 2
We discarded the inaccurate trials and those with RT two standard deviations above the group
mean; 2.38% of the trials were excluded. Results, shown in Fig 3B, were submitted to a two
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(collinear length 3, 9, or 21 bars) by two (target overlapping or non-overlapping with the collin-
ear distractor) repeated ANOVA.We found that RT was longer when the distractor column
length was long: F (2, 15) = 4.50,MSE = 1218.44, p< .05. Meanwhile, we found a significant in-
teraction between distractor length and target type: F (2, 30) = 28.85,MSE = 1298.56, p< .0001.
Simple main effect analysis on this interaction showed that overlapping targets (758.98 ms)
were discriminated faster than non-overlapping targets (807.19 ms) when the distractor column
was at size 3, F (1, 45) = 7.29,MSE = 2552.10, p< .01. Yet, the effect reversed when the distrac-
tor column was at size 21 (overlapping targets 846.33 ms vs. non-overlapping targets 758.15 ms,
F (1, 45) = 24.37,MSE = 2552.10, p< .0001). Therefore, even if the collinear column predicted
the target location, it still impaired target discrimination when the column was long enough.
The ANOVA analysis on accuracy data did not find any significant difference, arguing against
possible speed—accuracy trade-off.
Discussion of Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, the distractor column was predicative to the target location, and observers
could use this informative cue to enhance their search performance by directing their attention
to this salient structure in the search display. However, observers continued to suffer at trials
where the target overlapped with the distractor column when the column was long. The results
speak against the low-probability hypothesis, which suggests that the visual search impairment
in Experiment 1 was due to statistical information.
Muller et al. [8] systematically varied the portion of a task-irrelevant singleton distractor to
appear in a search display where observers looked for a shape-defined target. They found that
the interference from the infrequent singleton distractor was significantly bigger than frequent
ones, implying that observers did use the probabilistic information of distractor presence to
customize their search strategy. In our design, the distractor was always present, but its predict-
ability about target location varied. At higher occurrence condition (Exp 2), observers actually
benefited from directing their attention to the distractor column, as the target fell on this col-
umn for 60% of the trails. However, this was only visible from observers’ response time when
the distractor was short (3-bar condition), which is not applicable to long-distractor conditions
(9-, 21-bar). The characteristic difference between the short and long collinear column sug-
gested that regardless of the probability of the target occurrence overlapping with the distractor
column, a penalty seemed to be imposed exclusively on the long collinear structure. Can this be
Fig 3. Results of chance occurrence in Experiment 1 (A), and high occurrence in Experiment 2 (B).
Red columns are data for non-overlapping targets, while blue columns are data for overlapping targets. The
asterisk indicates significant differences (p < .05) between conditions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124190.g003
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owing to observers’ limited access to this information due to factors such as unawareness of the
statistical distribution of the target location? Statistical learning has been reported in tasks
embedding more implicit probabilistic information, even when observers were unaware of it
[18–23]. More plausibly, we speculate that collinear impairment may occur at a perceptual
level that is not heavily modulated by event probable occurrence.
Experiment 3: Luminance Discrimination Target Task
In this experiment, we tested whether the search impairment effect for a local target overlap-
ping with a salient collinear column occurred only when a distractor property (e.g., continuous
collinear structure) mismatched target task nature (e.g., a breakdown of continuity). In this ex-
periment, we retained the same search display but re-designed the target task to be a luminance
discrimination task so that they did not conflict with the continuous distractor. If task set is im-
portant, than search impairment effect is not expected in this experiment.
Participants
Twelve undergraduates in China Medical University were recruited and compensated with ad-
ditional course credits or 100 NTD. They claimed to have normal or corrected-to-normal vi-
sion. They were not told about the goal of this study in advance and did not participate in the
previous experiment.
Stimuli and Procedures
The experiment was similar to that in Jingling and Tseng [6]. Fig 4 shows part of the search dis-
play. The whole search display was filled with 21 rows and 27 columns of gray bars (128 of 256
luminance level, 41.9 cd/m2) on black background (0 cd/m2). These bars were all horizontal,
except for one odd-man-out distractor column of vertical bars. The distractor column could
have three or 21 bars in vertical, which is called distractor size hereafter. Participants discrimi-
nated whether the target was a brighter (192 over 256 luminance level, 82.4 cd/m2) or a darker
(64 over 256 luminance level, 17.5 cd/m2) bar in each trial by pressing corresponding keys.
Fig 4. Part of the search display used in this experiment. The target is a brighter bar and overlaps with the
salient collinear column in this example.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124190.g004
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There were seven possible columns (8th, 10th, 12th, 14th, 16th, 18th, and 20th) of the total 27
columns that could present the target or the column of the distractor. The targets’ vertical posi-
tion was fixed at the central (11th) row. Positions of the target and the distractor were manipu-
lated orthogonally, making the distractor and the target spatially irrelevant. Each participant
completed 392 trials after 10 practice trials.
Results of Experiment 3
We excluded incorrect trials (4.31%) and those trials (2.87%) which took longer than two stan-
dard deviations of the grand mean. The selected RTs were then submitted to a two-way repeat-
ed ANOVA, with target type (overlapped or non-overlapped) and distractor size (3 or 21 bars)
as factors. Fig 5 shows the results of the selected RT. The main effect of target type was found,
F (1, 11) = 26.43,MSE = 873.11, p< .001. That is, responses were longer for overlapping targets
(626.89 ms) than they were for non-overlapping targets (583.06 ms). Also, the two-way interac-
tion was significant, F (1, 11) = 18.60,MSE = 580.96, p< .001. As shown in Fig 5, responses for
overlapping targets were slower than those for non-overlapping targets when the distractor col-
umn was long, F (1, 22) = 45.02,MSE = 727.03, p< .0001, but not when the distractor column
was short, p = .22. This result replicated that in Jingling and Tseng [6], suggesting that a similar
search impairment effect can be observed with a different task set.
The overall accuracy was 92.84%. Accuracy data were also submitted to a two-way repeated
ANOVA, and no effect was significant. There was no evidence of a speed—accuracy trade-off.
Discussion of Experiment 3
The search disadvantage for overlapping targets persisted when the target task was replaced
with a luminance discrimination task. In the contingent capture hypothesis, visual features that
are irrelevant to the behavioral goals are filtered out and do not cause involuntary attentional
shifts [10]. Our result shows that attentional control setting is not a major factor that drives this
effect. Rather, it is the composition of the display—particularly, the continuous collinearity—
that slows down target processing when it is spatially overlapped with the collinear structure.
The target processing, regardless of orientation judgment or luminance discrimination, was in-
terfered with. The mental set to prepare attention ready for a particular dimension is not the
cause of this phenomenon.
Fig 5. Results of Experiment 3. The error bars are the standard error of the mean.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124190.g005
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Experiment 4: Visual Search Practice
To understand whether the search impairment effect was diminished after intense practice, we
repeated the search task for 10 days. If the search impairment were under top-down control or
a result of search strategy, a reduction of the impairment along experience would be expected.
If, however, this effect were mainly induced by stimulus properties (e.g., salience or collinear
grouping), practice should not alter the amount of such effect.
Participants
Eight graduate students in China Medical University joined to complete one session a day for
10 consecutive days. They were naïve about the goal of this study and had not had experience
on similar search tasks before. They had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They received
1000 NTD for a reward.
Stimuli and Procedures
Two factors were designed in this experiment: distractor size and target overlapping or not.
The experiment was identical to Experiment 4 in Jingling and Tseng [6]: each session con-
tained 294 trials, with seven possible target (and distractor) locations X 3 distractor size. Ten
practice trials were completed before each session. Participants discriminated the target tilt as
soon as possible. These four participants completed 10 sessions in 10 days.
Results of Experiment 4
Inaccurate trials (3.62%) or the trials with RT exceeding two standard deviations of the individu-
al mean (3.70%) were excluded. As shown in Fig 6 (upper panel), we found that overall RT de-
creased with practice, from 769.16 ms for the first section reduced to 635.51 ms for the last
section. However, significant improvement was found only for the first four sections, F (9, 63) =
6.36,MSE = 8413.12p< .01, while the RTs hardly improved in the remaining sections. The
overall accuracy did not significantly vary across sections, ps> .05.
The general responses across all observers and sections (Fig 7) replicated the findings in
[6]. Results collapsed across observers were submitted to a 10 (sections) by 3 (distractor size,
3, 9, or 21 bars) by 2 (target type, overlapping or non-overlapping) repeated-measure
ANOVA. We observed the signature patterns here also: significantly higher RTs and lower
accuracy for overlapping targets (694.58 ms, 87.92%) than for non-overlapping targets
(612.53 ms, 94.14%), F (1, 7) = 160.97 and 30.25,MSE = 5506.14 and .015, ps < .001, respec-
tively. Significant interaction between distractor size and target type, F (2, 14) = 41.18 and
6.36,MSE = 1530.83 and .014, ps < .001, respectively. Overlapping target detection was hurt
only when the distractor size was 9-bar or 21-bar; F (1, 21) = 135.99 and 194.40, respectively;
MSE = 2855.93, ps < .001 for RT; F (1, 21) = 14.19 and 29.50, respectively; andMSE = .015,
with ps < .001 for accuracy.
To understand how participant’s search impairment varied with sections, we normalized
observers’ search impairment by introducing a search impairment index (SI), defined by the
difference between RT of trials with overlapping targets and non-overlapping targets, divided
by the mean RT [37]. A positive value refers to search impairment, and negative value refers to
search advantage of overlapping targets. Fig 8 shows SI of three conditions in each day. As re-
vealed by the 3-waya ANOVA, these effects did not vary with sessions, suggesting that practice
did not reduce the size of search impairment in overlapping targets.
Collinear Structure Hurts Visual Search
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Discussion of Experiment 4
With sufficient practice, observers continued to suffer from having slower reaction times and
higher error rates when the searched-for targets were on the collinear distractor column if the
collinear length were long enough. The extensive practice in 10 days was not enough to let ob-
servers develop strategies to facilitate local target orientation processing hampered by the back-
ground contextual organization.
Kelly and Yantis [12] reported observers’ capacity to learn to ignore task-irrelevant distrac-
tors. In their design, an abrupt-onset distractor showed up in the screen corner 100ms before a
central 5x5 array appeared. The target task required observers’ judgment whether more red or
green dots were presented in the central array. At first, observers’ accuracy was reduced due to
the distractor’s presence, but it recovered to the same level as in the no-distractor condition at
the end of 1,000 practice trials. Also, observers’ improved ability to filter out task-irrelevant in-
formation was limited to the trained spatial locations and distractor types. However, if the dis-
tractor-to-learn was heterogeneous enough (i.e., a set of 520 distinct images), then the learning
effect transferred across location and distractor types. This shows observers are flexible and
Fig 6. Overall responses across 10 sections. The upper panel is data of response times, while the lower
panel is accuracy. The error bars are the standard error of the mean.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124190.g006
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can enable learning at multiple facets from very locally-limited information to a more global
information efficiency enhancement. Our observers did not benefit practice, and there were
several notable differences between the two studies worth mentioning.
First, the distractor and target in Kelly and Yantis [12] were separated in space and time
(100 ms), while in our case, the target was always on one of the element distractors. The spa-
tial-temporal characteristics of the target-distractor may be a limiting factor for learning effect,
which has not been studied much. The gradual reduced response time from the first few ses-
sions was likely from faster target detection, key press, or decision making after familiarity of
the task.
Secondly, feedback was provided with a reward matrix in Kelly and Yantis [12], which
could serve as a strong guidance for search strategy optimalization. In our case, observers were
Fig 7. RTs of each condition for the four participants. The error bars are the standard error of the mean.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124190.g007
Fig 8. Search impairment index on RT in each session. The error bar is the standard error of the mean.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124190.g008
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instructed to respond as fast as possible without sacrificing accuracy. No feedback was provid-
ed in our study, and our observers’ accuracy was at a level (92.69%) comparable to other similar
tasks requiring observers’ fast response. Despite these differences, the clear signature difference
between overlapping and non-overlapping conditions throughout all 10 sessions disagrees with
the hypothesis that this impairment is from sub-optimal search strategy due to lack of expo-
sure. More plausibly, the display property and stimuli spatial arrangement are the fundamental
limits for observers to discriminate the local orientation.
General Discussion
In this study, we tested three top-down hypotheses about the origin of the visual search im-
pairment generated by the presence of collinear task-irrelevant distractors in a search display.
Our results did not support the view that collinear distractors were suppressed due to their low
probabilistic occurrence of overlapping with the primary target, their attentional control set-
ting in specific tasks, or lack of learning regarding search strategy development.
Ecologically, both selective attention and perceptual grouping are both processes that reduce
our information processing load. The former directs our mental resources to the spatial areas
or features that deserve more processing. The latter enhances our efficiency by quickly sorting
properties likely to be possessed by the same surface or object into one grouped unit. It is not
surprising that these two processes serving the same purpose interact at some point in our visu-
al processing, but the potential neural platform and the cause of this interaction (whether it is
stimulus-driven or modulated by cognition) is still largely unknown.
Contextual background information, even task-irrelevant, was influential in local target
tasks. Driver et al. [38] reported that target luminance change detection was modulated by the
background context arrangement and that the detection was easier when the target was seen as
the foreground. Kimchi and colleagues [39] found that task-irrelevant element configuration
facilitated target color identification when the target located within an object was formed by
Gestalt factors such as collinearity, closure, and symmetry. An opposite cost effect was ob-
served when the target was located outside of such object. Similar effect was observed when the
target task was replaced by a vernier judgment, suggesting an attentional facilitation from a
perceptual object induced by collinear/closure perceptual grouping principles [40]. In our case,
the collinear grouping of the distractor is most intuitively taken as a popped-out distinctive
structure (Fig 1). However, it could just as well be taken as a divider that separates the search
display into two large areas, thereby globally seen as a negligible part to which attention is rare-
ly directed. The “distinctive structure” or “divider” view is a figure—ground perspective that
can be task-defined, and the interpretation can be different or opposite in different contexts. If
the collinear column in a search display is defined as a divider (i.e., ground) rather than an ob-
ject, it may lead to low salience and, thus, slower response time. Indeed our eye movement
study suggested that overlapping targets were perceptually less salient than non-overlapping
targets [6]. Because the task-dependent and context-dependent nature in figure/ground inter-
pretation, it is beyond the bottom-up simple feature contrast computation. It requires some
thought to incorporate it into a visual search model.
Although the interpretation of figure/ground suggests the modulation from top-down influ-
ence (e.g., task—demand), it was not supported by available models and empirical results in the
case of collinear search impairment. The V1 saliency model proposed by Li [41] and Zhaoping
[42] is the most relevant architecture that concerns collinear facilitation in addition to other
basic visual features to predict how attention is deployed and attenuated. In our search display,
all the component bars in the collinear column were orthogonal to their neighboring bars, thus
yielding the maximum local contrast salience. According to the V1 saliency model, the
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integrated result from local-contrast salience and collinear grouping will determine the V1 neu-
ronal activation and subsequent search performance. In other words, whether oriented bars
aligned to each other directly contribute to perceptual salience. As demonstrated in Jingling and
Zhaoping [43], collinearly grouped texture boundary created higher salience than un-grouped
boundary. Beyond the local feature contrast computation, any structure grouped by continuity
will require a second-order computation that determines the strength of this structure in rela-
tion to other regions. The size effect observed here can be explained by the competition between
the local contrast salience computation and the second-order salience computation based on
perceptual grouping laws. At one end, when the collinear grouping is weak (i.e., three bars), the
first-order salience computation dominates; therefore, conventional attention capture facilita-
tion is observed when the target overlaps with the salient distractor. At the other end, when the
perceptual grouping strength is increased, the second-order computation dominates attentional
selection in a visual search. The above-mentioned computation is described to automatically
(i.e., bottom-up) take place at V1.
The V1 saliency model received support from an empirical study that utilized the collinear
impairment size effect and binocular fusion to explore interaction neural sites for selective atten-
tion and perceptual collinearity. Chow, Jingling, and Tseng [37] separated the task-irrelevant
collinear distractor column into parts and presented them to individual eyes with a stereoscope.
Each eye only saw a small part too short to elicit search impairment, but when binocularly
fused, the combined structure exceeds the length to slow down the target search. The result indi-
cated that monocular information dictated the search performance, implying the origin of eye
information was available even when observers were not unaware of it. This puts V1, the cortical
area containing the most monocular cells [44–45], a highly probable candidate for the collinear
grouping to interact with selective attention.
Another promising direction is the insight derived from the perceptual grouping model pro-
posed by Roelfsema and Houtkamp [46]. In this model, perceptual grouping involves two level
of processes (i.e. base-grouping and incremental grouping). During base-grouping, individual
neurons are activated based on their intrinsic preferences toward selective visual features such
as orientation. Later a feedforward and recurrent processing bring in environmental informa-
tion and our attentive selection. This multi-layered computation of grouping offers an architec-
ture of grouping principles that “collinearity” becomes a property not exclusively processed at
a single stage. In other words, collinearity can evoke strong activation in base-grouping due to
neurons’ orientation consistency, as well as a strong activation from recurrent lateral connec-
tions that might involve attention. Our experiments have suggested that learning, probability,
and attentional control setting on task set all have little effect to overcome the collinear im-
pairment. It may imply that it was the base group principles that matter most.
Taken together, the converging evidence suggests that collinear search impairment is a stim-
ulus-driven interference from perceptual grouping. Without observers’ awareness, the origin of
the eye is reserved in determining the attentional search behavior. This effect is not easily ma-
neuvered by cognitive modulations including statistical regularity information of target pres-
ence and location, attentional set control, or extensive learning. It is still an open question
whether all grouping principles facilitate visual search and constrain selective attention in the
same way. This will be a direction for future studies.
Conclusions
In summary, most models of visual search have extensively considered the dynamics of how sa-
lience information is formulated by various types of bottom-up attributes with stimuli and dis-
tractors that are similar in size. Similar efforts have also been invested to explore the role of
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top-down control. Our study signifies the need for additional consideration of mid-level com-
putation, such as perceptual grouping and its role in guiding visual search. Our observations
also lead us to suggest that (1) perceptual grouping interacts with visual attention in a distinct
way from bottom-up salience defined by feature contrast, and therefore should be considered
separately; and (2) collinear grouping is less modulated by probability information or the top-
down strategy developed upon it. These two features should be incorporated into a future ex-
tension of visual selection models.
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